x2 French Country Living: Art Food Wine
September 2020

A holiday that combines sketching and painting, with soaking up French culture in SW
France: wine tasting at the world-famous Monsieur Brumont’s chateau, browsing at a
market, cheese-making and indulging in delicious local food. Each morning we will
practise techniques in the studio which we can use at that day’s venue. On the final day,
we will pull together our art and experiences to create a definitive piece of work.
You will be joining a small group of people looking to develop and explore their own personal creativity in a
relaxed friendly environment. Beginners to experts are welcome. Two qualified teachers and professional
artists will provide guidance and support enabling each individual to work at their own level.

Provisional dates:
Residential - 7 -12 September 2020
Day - 8-11 September 2020
Art Holiday Cost:
Non-resident:
€395
Included: all materials, lunch with wine, refreshments, wine tasting, visit to market, day at the Little
Black Pig for sketching and painting, lunch and cheese-making; welcome pack.
Not Included: Travel, accommodation, insurance, one lunch on market day.
You will be invited to aperos to meet the group, 7 September, and invited to our final dinner in a local restaurant,
11 September. The dinner is not included.

Resident:
£895
Included: all materials, breakfast, lunch and dinner with wine (bar one dinner which will be taken in a
local restaurant); transfer from and to Lourdes airport (if required), wine tasting, visit to market, day
at the Little Black Pig for sketching and painting, lunch and cheese-making; welcome pack.
Not Included: Travel (except transfer to and from Lourdes airport); One dinner taken in a local
restaurant, one lunch on market day, insurance.
If you have any queries relating to this holiday, please contact Virginia: virg@virginiagj.com
+44 7771 631913 or Wendy: wendy@wendyroylance-art.co.uk +44 7775 752481

